Left Behind...
The literary world has been somewhat stunned at the success of the so-called "Left Behind" series of novels. They have topped the best-seller lists and netted millions of dollars. It seems we are fascinated with what might happen in the future and this series is based on the idea that Christians will be taken out of the world, leaving behind others to face the period of tribulation.
The authors and other famous Christian evangelists are noted for their belief in what is often called "dispensationalism". It is a relatively new theory, made popular in the 19th century and often referred to as “Darbyism” after its proponent. It received a real boost when Israel returned to their ancient land after World War II. For you see, a key part of this whole theory of "end-times" is that the political nation of Israel is still the centerpiece of all of God's future plans.
Some of these preachers talk daily about how every tidbit of news from the Middle East fits right in with God's timeline. They are preoccupied with this message at the expense of most anything else. Their ideas often come from passages in Ezekiel and Daniel in the Old Testament and Revelation in the New Testament, believing that these refer to events of today. Many predicted various happenings and the second coming over the last fifty years and if you look back, you find, none of them came true. But yet they continue to find followers.
These ideas run counter to traditional Christian orthodox thinking on several fronts -
(1)	Old Testament prophecies were fulfilled in the New Covenant of Jesus Christ and his 
 kingdom of the church, not delayed until the 21st century or later. Jesus claimed to be the
fulfillment of the Law and the Prophets, as the Messiah.
(2)	The books such as Ezekiel, Daniel and Revelation are apocalyptic literature and cannot be
literally interpreted.
(3)	The church was the real purpose of God from the beginning not an afterthought as the
dispensational proponents claim, believing that Christ's real kingdom will come later on earth.
(4)	Dispensationalism holds to the belief that the temple will be rebuilt in a future kingdom
denying all the literal passages of the Scripture regarding our new temple (the body and spirit)
and believing the temple is somehow needed... a truly blasphemous doctrine denying the work
of Christ on the cross and all the teachings of the book of Hebrews and Galatians.
(5)	Israel is not the "chosen" people of God. The New Testament clearly speaks of the spiritual
Israel - the church... Christians born of the seed of Abraham (Jesus). Jesus himself foretold of the
rejection of the message by His own race. There no longer Jew nor Greek, all are in Christ.
(6)	There is no more "land inheritance" of Israel by God. There is no longer "a real Israel"... the
twelve tribes have long ago been dispersed, intermarried, and any true seed of Abraham is gone.
The Israel today is just a man-made political governmental entity.
(7)	The real purpose of the church is to disciple the nations and serve others in Jesus' name,
not speculate constantly about the second coming. The church traditionally has realized that
nobody knows the time God has set to bring it all to an end and when Christ comes that will be
the end. It is fruitless to dwell on timetable schemes.
(8)	Dispensationalism teaches at least two "second comings of Christ" and three or more 
“resurrections" depending on the “prophet” or program. In the interim, after the so-called "rapture", those left behind, will have a second chance at salvation, despite the fact that the church, the agent of the gospel,, has been taken away. At its extreme pre-millennial dispensationalism  is indeed a dangerous doctrine.


